
Atlas of European Historiography: The
Making of a Profession 1800–2005
Edited by Ilaria Porciani and Lutz Raphael
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010
xix + 187 pp
ISBN 978 0 230 50004 4 £140 hardback

This is the atlas volume in a more wide-ranging series,
Writing the Nation: National Historiographies and the
Making of Nation States in 19th and 20th Century Europe.
The emphasis is on the role of national histories in
forming bonds and defining identities, and this emphasis
plays a key role in the atlas as data are collected and
displayed essentially on a national basis. It is fair to say
that the cartographic dimension is not to the fore in that,
although there are many maps, the maps frequently
illustrate the text, notably in the second part of the book,
which is organized in terms of individual countries.
Nevertheless, there is much that is thought-provoking
from the cartographic dimension. The focus on
infrastructures for historians provides the subject for maps,
with history-producing institutions translated into
cartographic images. An explicit debt is paid to Franco
Moretti’s Atlas of the European Novel, in which the area of
the novel was translated into maps. The volume under
review presents the production of history as an instance of
European cultural space.

In doing so, there has been an accumulation and
display of knowledge in order to permit comparative
consideration. Issues with data and depiction ensured that
analysis is presented in steps of about twenty-five years, so
that a series of nine European maps visualizes changes and
trends over more than two centuries. The years chosen,
1812, 1830, 1850, 1875/8, 1900, 1928, 1955, 1980 and
2005, were intended to ensure that the effects of crucial
political events, such as revolutions or wars, could be
observed when they had had time to crystallize. This
approach to avoiding years of particular turmoil, which
would have negatively affected the availability of data, is
appropriate. In the case of 1875/8, the data for 1875 is
plotted on a map showing the political borders of 1878
after the Treaty of Berlin had established new independent
states in South-Eastern Europe. The year 1928 and
subsequent ones were chosen as the dates of the ICHS
world historical conferences, given that these have marked
important stages in international scholarly exchange,
although their wider significance is unclear.

The editors suggest that their approach is of wider
reference, although that is from the perspective of content,
rather than cartographic method. They argue that the
development of a dual system of university and research
institutions, further specialization within individual
disciplines, as well as the boom in the supply and demand
for higher education in the humanities, is not of
importance for history alone. Indeed, they suggest that
their atlas can prepare the ground for broader research and
constitute the first step towards an atlas of cultural
institutions in Europe, which at present does not exist.
Only so much can be presented in an atlas, but, among the
limitations, is the very top-down, institutional approach.
The mapping is not organized in terms of students or the
trends of student studies, and that is a serious limitation.
Moreover, the spread of institutions is so widespread that it
is difficult to detect patterns in the 2005 material.
Nevertheless, this is an impressive project that is
important for its subject, albeit very expensive.

Jeremy Black 

Atlas of Medieval Britain
Christopher Daniell
Abingdon: Routledge, 2011 (2008 hardback)
160 pp, numerous black and white maps
ISBN 978 0 415 60223 5 £18.99 paperback

A contribution to the Routledge collection of historical
atlases, but this collection has serious weaknesses, as can
be seen with Martin Gilbert’s many lacklustre volumes,
and Daniell does not escape from these deficiencies. In
particular, the attractive cover, with its use of colour, does
not provide any indication of the limitations arising from
the lack of colour in the maps. As a consequence, only so
much information can be offered for each map. 

Even so, the atlas is seriously flawed. The atlas
primarily seeks to cover the British Isles over the period
1066 to 1500 and to tackle economic, political, religious
and cultural topics. As Daniell, a Research Associate at the
Centre for Medieval Studies of the University of York,
notes, some maps are drawn for the first time, while others
follow established authorities. In the preface he emphasizes
his determination to be as accurate as possible, but also
admits to ‘intelligent guesswork’. As the atlas does not
come accompanied by a text, it is difficult for readers to
know where the cartography is more or less grounded.
Given that space is at a premium, it would have been more
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useful to have such text rather than the lengthy index or the
double-page wasted to carry the title Maps. The maps on
Iron Age and Roman Britain are irrelevant.

Of the particular maps, those that seek to map new or
newish data are most useful. In particular, Daniell has made
excellent use of data on mints and road networks. His
analysis of the Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds and
Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles proves particularly
useful, as in the maps of Find Spots from the London and
York Mints, which establishes changing distributions, as
well as the maps of the mints of William I, Henry I,
Stephen and Matilda (an interesting view of their warfare),
Henry III, and the Scottish kings. Daniell also has an
effective map of the disposition of ships available to the
Crown in 1206 and 1235, while his mapping of London’s
hinterland and of the regional influence of some major fairs
is useful.

Some other maps have less to offer. There are many
on monastic location, but the coverage of the individual
maps is that of Britain as a whole and no attempt is made
to show any spatial dimension explaining location. It
would have been useful to have some regional or local
maps doing so. The latter would also have been useful for
aristocratic holdings, an important topic that is not
covered; nor are the significant and related topics of Anglo-
Saxon settlement and place name studies. The map on
castles misses out many castles, including the two in
Exeter, indeed all in Devon and Cornwall bar two, and also
fails to address the questions of location and purpose. 

Recent county historical studies show how much can
be mapped for the medieval period, and readers will be best
advised to turn to these atlases, not least because of the text
they carry. On the whole, this is all too typical of the
Routledge series. Given the prominence of the latter,
hopefully the Gilbert atlases can be replaced, cartographic
techniques varied, and more emphasis placed on
explanatory text. There is also a need to ask some hard
questions of what the cartography is designed to show.

Jeremy Black 

An Historical Atlas of Staffordshire
Edited by A D M Phillips and C B Phillips
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011
ix + 190 pp
ISBN 978 0 7190 7706 7 £35.00 hardback

This volume has raised the bar for judging the quality of
historical atlases. The decision to abandon the more usual
A4 format of both texts and maps in favour of a large 35 x
25 cm portrait volume has allowed the use of multiple
maps on a page, and the inclusion of pictures, graphs and
other illustrative material with the text whilst retaining an
impression of spaciousness.

The editors, a well-respected geographer and an
equally highly-regarded social and economic historian, have
assembled a group of excellent contributors from many

aspects of history including social, economic and landscape
studies, each distinguished in their own fields. Together
they have succeeded in presenting through text and maps
the history of this ancient county from its early days as
part of the great kingdom of Mercia through its
‘underdeveloped’ period in the late middle ages to the status
of a major industrial powerhouse by the late-nineteenth
century. 

The editors have adopted the conventional form of
historical atlases: a page of text with a map opposite,
either elucidating the text or adding further details. This is
a large volume, not only in its dimensions but also in the
number of the essays and maps and the amount of
information conveyed by both. The history of the county is
covered by sixty-six contributions, six on the period up to
and including the Domesday Survey, nine on the later
middle ages and the rest on early-modern and modern
Staffordshire with the balance in favour of the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries, reflecting both the availability of
sources and the significance of the county nationally at this
later period. In addition, four essays with maps discuss the
geology and environment, five deal with administrative
areas and three with early attempts to map the county.
Among the wide range of subjects it is pleasing to find
some which have attracted academic research relatively
recently – the distribution of surnames, self-help groups,
women’s history, leisure and local customs.

The text, a series of concise essays each of about
1,100 words, meticulously edited by Dr Colin Phillips,
provides a distillation of considered research on the history
of the county from myriad perspectives.  Without
exception, contributors write succinctly and clearly whilst
conveying full and complex information.  Much of the
writing is elegant, even witty; ‘lonely Leek’ on page 46
immediately evokes the Moorland town.  Academically
rigorous, all the essays are nevertheless accessible to the
reader with only modest background in local history.

Equally the local history/ historical geography
enthusiast and even the reader with only a passing interest
in his/her locality will find it visually attractive enough to
find a place on their coffee tables. The picture on the book
cover, a view of Alton c.1850 encapsulates the theme of
the Atlas: the county’s ever-changing society, economy and
landscape. The seat of the ancient Shrewsbury family
stands isolated above the valley where modern industry and
new modes of transport change the face of the landscape
below and with it the lives and relationships of all
members of a rapidly emerging industrial society while
leaving space for a slower rural lifestyle. Throughout the
book there is a series of visually attractive yet historically
relevant illustrations. All have a point to make: the
painting of Tipton church in 1837 evokes a landscape
where new coal-based industry was displacing rural society;
L.G. Brammer shows Burslem in 1935 when a smoky haze
could so easily become a winter smog; the photograph of
Longton about 1950 portrays sad industrial decline. A
number of drawings are of great practical use, especially for
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the non-specialist: two field sketches of Bramshall and
Shelton-under-Harley which explain the origin of their
place-names, derived from the Anglo-Saxon for ‘shelf’
meaning a particularly level piece of ground, the isometric
drawings and ground plans which replace maps for the
essay on the use of farm buildings 1660–1880, and the
very large-scale maps of small sections of six streets in
three towns to demonstrate types of housing development.

Throughout the volume tables and graphs amplify
the text and maps. Population studies particularly benefit
from this technique, as in a graph showing sixteenth-
century mortality crises in Penkridge. Graphs are also used
to good effect to show changes in rural society and
economy in the late-nineteenth century. Two flow diagrams
concisely illustrate the complex processes involved in the
pottery and metal trades.

An historical atlas stands or falls by the quality of its
maps; this volume is exemplary in that respect. By
working from the first edition 25-inch OS map of
Staffordshire, Professor Philips has produced a very
accurate base map on which the authors’ data have been
projected; occasionally some amendments have been made
to reflect different period boundaries. The cartography is
enormously inventive in the use of multiple maps, areas
mapped, colour, symbols and other illustrative detail. Each
map page displays huge amounts of information succinctly
and attractively. Most maps are thematic, based on parishes
and township boundaries, many using layering or different
colours to display information. This works particularly
well in county-wide distribution maps such as those
portraying levels of wealth in late-medieval society. The
colours used facilitate an understanding of the mapped data.
On the maps displaying the results of four parliamentary
elections since 1874 the colours reflect party politics,
ranging from deepest Conservative blue to warm Liberal
tawny-brown.

Distributive maps use coloured and/or quantitative
symbols including appropriately placed bar charts. The use
of proportional circles is particularly effective in several
maps with no supporting background geography. For
example red circles of the appropriate size, placed alongside
the names of the pottery towns, correctly aligned but with
no other locating features, denote the changing numbers of
pottery firms 1822–1940. Among other maps which
dispense with the county format to great effect are those
dealing with railways and canals in North Staffordshire
c.1900 and the Birmingham tramway network in 1930.
Separate data for two elements, for example the
comparative employment of men and women in a variety
of industries in North and South Staffordshire, are denoted
by a semicircle for each gender further refined by size and
colour for each industry allowing  a huge range of
information on several industries to be shown on one map.  

Over three-quarters of the subjects are covered by
multiple maps, usually four but a few with five or even
six. The normal pattern is for maps of equal, smaller size
to present data in a similar way from different periods such

as agricultural land use in 1600–15, 1840, 1900 and 1950.
Equally effective is to show in detail on a small map of a
single parish what the main map describes in general for
the county, for example the impact of enclosure.

Five maps showing distinctive aspects of three pre-
industrial urban areas are important in demonstrating the
early history of Staffordshire towns. The strength of inward
migration which contributed to the later growth of some
towns is effectively shown by some directional maps.

The final essay is a discussion of the deficiencies of
earlier cartographers’ attempts to reproduce accurate parish
and township boundaries, and the reasons why the editors
chose the OS 25-inch maps published between 1876 and
1889 to compile the base map for the Atlas. This essay is
accompanied by a lengthy table of all 140 parishes, 230
townships and twenty-two extra-parochial places with their
acreages and OS six-inch map locations. 

The data in the table are also presented in a loose end-
map of parishes and townships (1875–1886) at a scale of
two miles to the inch based on the first edition, 25-inch
Ordnance Survey map. It has a grid of 75 numbered squares
corresponding to the alphabetical list of parishes and
townships in the table, enabling the reader to find the
appropriate OS sheet(s) for any given township. There are
also fourteen smaller maps of the parishes and townships
which have either numerous extra-parochial or detached
parts; these are drawn at various larger scales and are
numbered to relate to the corresponding sections of the
main map.

This is not a work to be read cover-to cover but to be
dipped into for a definitive study of a topic which can be
pursued through the very detailed references and the wide-
ranging bibliography. It should be on the bookshelf of
every Staffordshire historian and every connoisseur of
historical atlases, to be quarried and enjoyed for years to
come. It is a triumph.

Joan Dils

Old Series to Explorer: A Field Guide to
the Ordnance Map
Chris Higley
London: The Charles Close Society, 2011
vi + 154 pp, numerous illustrations in colour and
black-and-white
ISBN 978 1 870598 30 9 £12.00 paperback (£9.00
CCS members)

My first reaction on receiving this book was to look at my
bookshelves, where I can see that I have more than a shelf
full of books and pamphlets devoted to Ordnance Survey
and their maps.  Yet another book could therefore seem to
be overdoing it.  However the author of this book has
identified a need, which is that despite the plethora of
erudite and weighty tomes concerning various editions and
scales of Ordnance Survey map which the Charles Close
Society and other publishers have produced over the years,
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there is no general introductory volume, concentrating on
the one-inch and other scales.  It is certainly true that it can
be difficult to track down the exact information you need
unless you are very familiar with the different volumes.  In
a Library situation, with the additional pressure of an
enquiring reader, it can be nearly impossible.

This book then ‘aims to meet this need by giving a
brief overview of the various map series published by the
Ordnance Survey […] in the last 200 years’.  It starts with
a potted history of the Survey, from its origins in the 18th
Century to the move to new headquarters in 2011. A
chapter on surveying and map production follows, before
moving on to the map series themselves. The different
editions of the one-inch maps of England and Wales and of
Scotland are detailed in separate chapters, followed by a
chapter devoted to the one-inch and 1:50,000 maps of GB.
Half-inch and smaller scale maps, 1:25,000 sheets, and six-
inch and larger maps have a chapter each, and the text is
interspersed with sheet index diagrams, as well as colour
illustrations showing examples of the maps and the varied
and sometimes very decorative covers in which they were
issued.

The last few chapters deal with specifics.  A short
chapter concerns Ireland and the Crown Dependencies of the
Isle of Man and the Channel Islands.  ‘How accurate a
picture?’ discusses the perils and pitfalls in attempting to
date OS maps, and clears up some of the mysteries of the
coded information in the map marginalia. It also mentions
errors and omissions, whether by mistake or deliberate. A
chapter on ‘Mapmakers at war’ explains the involvement
of the Survey in producing maps for the War Office in both
the 1st and 2nd World Wars, and goes further, giving an
introduction to German and Soviet mapping of Britain.
The final chapter gives hints about collecting maps.

Throughout, the reader is directed to find more
detailed information in the various books by Richard
Oliver, Roger Hellyer, and others, as well as to articles in
Sheetlines (the journal of the Charles Close Society).
There is also a collected bibliography. 

I have been a map librarian now for over 20 years,
and nearly everything I know about Ordnance Survey maps
has been picked up piecemeal, ‘on the job’. With a map
collection covering the entire world, I am no OS expert,
and I have always found it difficult to put my finger on an
exact item of information, which I know exists somewhere
in one of the many books and articles, but cannot
remember where. Chris Higley has now provided a way in
to this detailed material. In addition, the sheet indexes
included are very clear and a useful resource (they are also
available online at the Charles Close Society website). As
a general introduction to Ordnance maps the book works
very well and I certainly wish I had had it some 20 years
ago. Even now, I hadn’t had it in my possession for more
than a day when it proved its usefulness on a question
about the date of metrication. It is a very welcome addition
to my Ordnance Survey bookshelf.

Judith Fox

figures INFRASTRUCTURES: An atlas of
roads and railways
Bieke Cattoor and Bruno De Muelder 
Amsterdam: SUN Architecture 2011
196 pp colour
ISBN 978 9 4610 5118 9 hardback €39.50

According to the Prologue, figures INFRASTRUCTURES
is a ‘re-cartography’ of section E-16 to H-18 of Michelin
roadmap No.533 ‘regional Benelux’ (p.4). While
topographic cartography is founded on the representation of
geography and the symbolization of place through an
evolving cartographic language that is shaped by cultural
and societal values and tastes, the re-cartography presented
in this highly original work utilizes a topological approach
that embodies a deconstruction of established cartographic
aesthetics – a concoction not often encountered in
something as tangible as a hardback atlas.

The authors’ approach to dissecting the landscape –
essentially three ‘sites’ on the NE–SW axis between the
cities of Gent and Kortrijk – both challenges and
encourages the reader to discover more about infrastructure
and the interaction of its many elements (such as road
junctions and railways) through time and space. Instead of
handling the landscape-as-palimpsest approach by peeling
away successive layers through time, the three sites are
arranged as thematic sections that respectively examine
intersections (‘the bundle of parallel infrastructures’),
routes (‘sideways movements in the bundle: lines, circles
and mixed figures’), and profiles (‘transversals across the
Leie-Schelde interfluvium). These three sites ‘interact with
each other, in a way that mirrors the perceived interactions
between the infrastructural lines’ (p.5).  The sites are
together divided into eleven chapters (each examining
different aspects of the infrastructure through a particular
focus), which are entitled ‘N43: national road breaks into
segments of a line’, ‘Rings around Kortrijk: enlarging the
perimeter’, and ‘N8: from easy path to complex roadscape’,
for example. 

The visual arrangement of each sub-topic – as a two-
page spread with text on the left-hand page (often
accompanied by illustrations of earlier cartographies,
historical and contemporary photographs) and the
corresponding re-cartography on the facing page – directs
the reader through a carefully guided dissection at multiple
scales that helps to construct a holistic (re)conception of
the landscape. In particular, as earlier cartographies, the
various historical maps such as those depicting Courtrai
(Kortrijk) on p.102, provide a poignant contribution, even
if (as in this case) they are introduced by a commentary
which, ironically, draws attention to the ‘poetic
exaggeration’ of their representation. While these and other
such images are rather gem-like in size and perhaps just too
small to appreciate on occasion, they are nonetheless
reproduced in full colour at a high quality. 

As an example of how re-mapping (or in this sense,
re-cartography) can inspire our geographical imagination
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and encourage new insights into the perception and
understanding of place, this atlas is a triumph. The
sophisticated design and crisp portrayal throughout the
atlas not only reveals the richness and complexity of the
urban landscape with renewed freshness and clarity, but
exudes an attention to detail, precision, and artistic flair
that is synonymous with the best European cartographic
traditions. Whether it will act as a model that spurs the
production of similar atlases is difficult to say, although it
will surely appeal to those studying the urban
environment, to town planners, architects, and anyone with
a desire to see a landscape in a new, rewarding light.

Alex Kent

OpenStreetMap: Using and Enhancing
the Free Map of the World
Frederik Ramm, Jochen Topf and 
Steve Chilton 
Cambridge: UIT 2011
336 pp with 32 colour plates
ISBN 978 1 9068 6011 0 paperback £24.99

Many members of the Society of Cartographers will
remember Steve Coast’s presentation at the 40th Annual
Summer School at Cambridge in 2005, where he described
a radical project to create a freely available map of the
world, which he had founded the preceding year.
OpenStreetMap (OSM) has gone from strength to strength
ever since and now enjoys a worldwide community of at
least half a million registered contributors, who
continually expand and update the map in all corners of the
globe. Given that the project was founded in the UK and
uses ‘tagging’ schema to label and describe features that are
biased accordingly (e.g. ‘motorway’), it is perhaps
surprising that we have had to wait for three successive
German editions to appear before the advent of an English
version. Now, in collaboration with Steve Chilton, Chair
of the Society of Cartographers (to ‘correct any
anachronistic phraseology’ and to ensure accuracy and
consistency), Ramm and Topf have translated, revised and
expanded their earlier work for an international audience,
producing an English edition that is likely to become the
definitive guide to OSM. 

Claiming to be ‘the ideal starting point’, the book is
aimed more generally at the wide audience of OSM
contributors, from beginners with their first GPS unit or
satellite image to those with years of mapping and editing
expertise. Written in a clear, accessible, and engaging style
throughout, the text will appeal to both camps – from its
comparison with Wikipedia to explain some of the issues
facing OSM to a discussion of the various merits of several
advanced editing techniques. The many illustrations (which
include a section of 32 full colour plates) are sharply
designed and excellently reproduced, while the application
of different fonts (e.g. to distinguish code) and use of sub-
sections are helpful rather than distracting. The design and

layout may resemble an ‘OSM for Dummies’, but the
result shows a sophisticated consideration towards the
reader which they will appreciate.

Divided into 27 chapters and arranged into four parts
(Introduction, OpenStreetMap for Contributors, Making
and Using Maps, and Hacking OpenStreetMap) which
tackle more complex, technical topics as the book
progresses, the organization provides a developing
narrative as opposed to a series of isolated entries that
would befit an OSM dictionary. This organic approach
works well and could easily reflect a contributor’s journey
through OSM, as they progress from first getting involved
with the community, understanding the data model and how
the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0
licensing works, to performing advanced editing and
running an OSM server. It is possible that only dedicated
programmers will find the later chapters of real interest,
although its topics, such as the architecture of OSM’s API
(Application Programming Interface) and conversion of
data using tools such as Osmosis, are explained with
refreshing clarity and a hint of encouragement.

The Appendix provides a simple introduction to
geodesy (which has room for expansion), before an
intriguing survey of how approaches to mapping with
OSM (e.g. tagging features, such as roads) vary
internationally. Brief summaries are given on current
practice in Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Haiti,
India, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Spain, UK, and the USA.
As the international OSM community grows and the world
map continues to evolve, this section is likely to expand in
any future edition and the topic certainly offers an
interesting avenue for more detailed research.

The strength of this book lies in its clear, user-
friendly style and its engagement with the practical issues
of contributing to OSM, from how to map and render what
you encounter in the world to navigating the project’s
subversion repository and writing new software.
Obviously, publishing a technical compendium about such
a dynamic project as a printed book carries a real danger of
its quickly becoming obsolete (e.g. a newer version of
Potlatch, the online Flash editor has since become
available), but also entertains the possibility of creating
successive editions where there is a growing readership. As
a technical guide to OSM, it is hard to imagine a handier,
more attractive format for dipping into for reference or
reading at length. What it lacks, perhaps, is a sense of the
application and value of the project beyond the otherwise
seemingly insular merits of mapping and mapmaking.
What about the important role OSM has come to play in
humanitarian missions, for example, where local mapping
is often unavailable or unusable and contributors have been
able to upload material remotely? (Haiti gets a passing
mention in the Appendix, but only then as part of the
country survey.) Or even an appraisal of the project’s
contribution towards the democratization of mapping in
general? Placing OpenStreetMap within its wider context,
particularly drawing on the many stories that testify to the
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power of community mapping as a force for good, would
illustrate just how useful – and far from trivial –
contributing to OSM can be.

Alex Kent

British Mountain Map: Torridon and
Fisherfield 1:40 000
Doune: Harvey Maps in conjunction with the British
Mountaineering Council, The Mountaineering
Council of Scotland and the British Geological
Survey, 2011

Reverse includes selected map enlargements, crag
topos, and a geological map with accompanying text

ISBN978 185137504 2 £14.95; printed on waterproof
XT40

This is the latest in a series of, at present, twelve maps
produced by Harvey in cooperation with the British
Mountaineering Council and, in this instance, the
Mountaineering Council of Scotland. It covers what is
probably the one remaining wilderness area in the British
Isles, with, at its heart, the Fisherfield Forest, famed to all
Munro-baggers as the home of the Big Six and the mighty
triptych of peaks which is Torridon. Anyone who crosses
this land leaves the A832 at Dundonnell, at the head of
Little Loch Broom, or the same road at Kinlochewe.
Between the two it is a distance of around 27 kilometres, as
the crow flies, and within this sweep of the road, lies some
of the roughest walking country you can meet. 

The British Mountain Maps series first appeared in
2006, published at a scale of 1:40,000, and is a very
impressive contribution to the mapping of our hill areas.
The maps are lightweight, durable and much easier to use
than any laminated alternative. I am not surprised that the
Outdoor Writers Guild recognized Harvey with an award.
Like the others in the series, this uses a colour layering
background to indicate height levels and identifies features
which are key features of the landscape for walkers, such as
marshy ground, peat-hags, boulder fields and rocks.
Certainly, I believe that walkers prefer the clearer indication
of paths that these maps provide in comparison with, for
example, the Ordnance Survey Explorer series. Try and
identify the path from Larachantivore heading towards
Carnmore on Sheet 435 of that series and, yet, it is one of
the main routes for the ascent of two of the finest Munros
in Scotland.

Part of the joy of hill-walking is in the planning of
expeditions and the poring over maps to work out routes
and hills to climb. The reverse side of this map gives the
armchair walker an extensive selection of information
which supplements the depiction of the area’s topography.
Map enlargements, at 1:15,000, of the summit ridges of
Beinn Alligin, An Teallach, Beinn Eighe and Liathach help
make a little more sense of the complex geography of these
mountains. There are tips on how to use a map and
compass and how to take a bearing – although I would not

recommend this area as a place to start your training! Other
features include emergency procedures in the event of an
accident, a list of useful contact numbers (including
websites), mountain first aid basics (with advice on how to
treat hypothermia), six diagrams of the most important
crag climbs in the area (all indicated on the map itself),
advice on access and minimizing impact on the
environment, and a section on the geology of the area with
the addition of a map of the bedrock geology. Personally, I
found the rather gruesome colours of this geological map
to be the one and only aspect of the whole publication
which jarred with me.

When I first walked in this area, I was still relying on
the Ordnance Survey one-inch Seventh Series, sheet 19.
For those of you fortunate to have a decent map collection
to hand, go and look at it to see what the surveyors made
of the summit of Beinn a’Chlaidheimh. It appears as a
rather extensive and flat-topped plateau but I can assure you
that it isn’t! Even more irritating might be the fact that on
the present Landranger sheet, the subsidiary top of Mullach
Coire Mhic Fhearchair, named Sgurr Dubh is indicated by
the same size of lettering as the Munro summits. It has
been the cause of at least one additional foray out to bag
what was thought to be ‘another on the list’!

The map states that it includes 18 Munros, 12
Corbetts, and 9 Grahams. Well, nothing in life is certain
and, as somebody’s law would have it, this map was sent
to me for review less than two months after the Munro
Society issued a press release to announce that a detailed re-
measurement of three of the mountains in the remote
Fisherfield Forest showed that the Munro, Beinn
a’Chlaidheimh had been surveyed with a height of 913.96
m. It is interesting to note that, as at present, the Scottish
Mountaineering Club, which has responsibility for
producing Munro’s Tables, has only indicated that it “has
been notified of these survey results and has undertaken to
consider the implications for Munro’s and Corbett’s tables
when the Ordnance Survey update its map of the area”.
Now this may all seem a bit esoteric in a review of a
newly-produced map but, compared with the
correspondence subsequent to the press release where the
height differentials were being measured in terms of
lengths of Kit Kats, it does emphasize the unforeseen
problems that can beset even the best cartographers aiming
at detail and accuracy.

Despite this minor issue, this is an excellent map and
is a delight to use. It has been well thought out. Small
features, such as the inclusion of the two western
Fannaichs, A’Chailleach and Sgurr Breac, and the singleton
Fionn Bheinn, a Munro often regarded as a morning walk
after a weekend ‘bagging’ in Torridon, emphasize that this
is a map produced first and foremost for walkers. I am
convinced that it will become the preferred guide for many
visiting this wonderful and unforgettable area.

John Moore
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Bankrupt Britain: An Atlas of Social
Change
Daniel Dorling and Bethan Thomas
Bristol: The Policy Press, 2011
169 pp
ISBN 978 1 84742 747 2 £29.99 (£23.99 online)
paperback

Danny Dorling is a rare phenomenon. As a regular
columnist in The Guardian and The Observer (see for
example http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/danny-dorling),
and through his appearances on BBC television and radio,
he is a human geographer that real people – as opposed to
other academics – have actually heard of. 

In no small part, Dorling’s media appeal is down to
his ability to make complex and arcane subjects appealing
and accessible to a general audience. Who could not be
fascinated – morbidly or otherwise – by titles such as The
Grim Reaper’s Road Map: An Atlas of Morbidity in Britain
(Shaw, et al. 2008)? In previous work, Dorling and a range
of collaborators, including Bethan Thomas, work hard to
bring socio-spatial data to life. In the introductory chapter
of Human Geography of the UK (Dorling, 2005), Dorling
considered his approach to be increasingly unusual because:
“Maps fell out of fashion many years ago in the study of
human geography”. It is difficult to know whether the
popularity and appeal of Dorling lies in, or is in spite of,
its apparent novelty. What is more certain is that he has
largely cornered the market for mapping contemporary
British society.

Bankrupt Britain: An Atlas of Social Change is the
latest and most polished attempt to map social, political
and economic data in an imaginative and engaging way.
There is a political edge to the work too. The book is
jokingly dedicated to David Cameron and Nick Clegg, but
genuinely intended as a tribute to those social statisticians
and analysts who: “are working now to ensure that in the
future we will still be able to plan, once the current
madness has passed” (p.vii). This echoes a wider concern
within the social science community that, in an
increasingly austere public sector driven by an immediate
sense of crisis, the importance of planning for the future
may be forgotten (Duncan, 2011).

The basic format of Bankrupt Britain may be familiar
from Dorling’s previous work. Socio-spatial data from
many sources are mapped using boundary data from
EDINA UKBORDERS. This sounds straightforward
enough, but the attraction of Bankrupt Britain lies in the
skill with which the data are selected and the creativity and
imagination with which they are mapped. Data sources
range from the familiar, such as Nomis and ONS, to the
more obscure, like the civil liberties group Big Brother
Watch. Although a series of graphs and charts present some
information – most notably that with a longitudinal
dimension – in a traditional way, the main attraction of
Bankrupt Britain certainly lies in the maps.

Much of the cartography in Dorling’s previous work
generally employed a stylized base-map of hexagons (or in
the case of Human Geography of the UK, rectangles) to
represent constituencies or local authority areas. This
created a distinctive – and easily digestible – cartographic
style in which the United Kingdom came to resemble the
Giant’s Causeway. This was ironic, because data for
Northern Ireland were sometimes missing from the
analysis. Bankrupt Britain employs an equal population
cartogram developed by Gastner and Newman (2004), in
which: “every area has been scaled to be proportionate to
the whole population that live there, while maintaining
topology and minimising distortion to local compass
direction” (p.xiii). The result is almost 100 highly
distinctive, swirling maps, showing the UK as a whole and
individual regions and nations.  These take some getting
used to at first, although the 23-page section on ‘how to
use this atlas’ is helpful in this respect. 

The main body of the book comprises six chapters,
each illustrating an aspect of Britain’s bankruptcy in 2011.
This begins with a predictable analysis of financial
bankruptcy, indicated by data on public sector cuts,
childhood poverty, insolvency cases and the like. The
authors quickly move into less familiar territory, in which
Britain is portrayed as politically bankrupt under the first-
past-the-post electoral system, with MPs whose expense
claims defy logical explanation. Further chapters on moral
bankruptcy, including child abuse, antisocial behaviour and
tax avoidance, and emotional bankruptcy including health,
medication and use of mental health services, follow.
Finally, the authors consider Britain’s environmental
bankruptcy, indicated by car use, domestic energy
consumption and recycling rates. 

This summary may seem to paint a gloomy picture
of this book, in which a society’s problems are
systematically exposed and analysed. However, Bankrupt
Britain is both readable and enjoyable. The emphasis is
more on the value of using spatial statistics as a means of
understanding society than on finding blame for the
position that we are in. The broad choice of variables
means that almost nowhere escapes unscathed. Places with
poor employment opportunities may benefit from some of
the best levels of childhood emotional health, while the
most affluent parts of the UK can reflect on the effects of
house price inflation and growing vehicle emissions. 

Such is the range of data mapped in Bankrupt Britain
that it is sometimes difficult pick up wider trends that cut
across variables, for example by comparing several maps
alongside one another. In this respect, Bankrupt Britain
may work better as an interactive website than it does as a
book, because I found the desire to manipulate and adapt
the data for my own purposes to be strong. This is a minor
criticism though, because this book is attractive, efficient
and effective. It is a shame that it can’t portray
contemporary Britain in the same light.

Steve Musson
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Maphead: Charting the Wide, Weird
World of Geography Wonks 
Ken Jennings
New York: Scribner, 2011
276 pp
ISBN 978 1 4391 6717 5  hardback  US$25.00
ISBN 978 1 4391 6719 0 (ebook)

Hard on the heels of Mike Parker’s much feted Map Addict,
we have another book of similar genre, written in a jaunty
style, but this time with an American perspective.
However, as the title suggests, this rather quirky book is
not entirely devoted to maps per se, but more to people
who use them in often strange and bizarre ways. As such I
found it both interesting and disappointing in equal
measure.

Jennings, a former 74-times winner of the American
quiz show Jeopardy!, is a self-confessed “geography wonk”.
By geography he means, of course, knowledge of the
names and whereabouts of places – a view which is bound
to raise the hackles of real geographers. To give him his
due, though, he is aware of some of the discipline’s
paradigm shifts and fashion changes, and in Chapter 3 does
tackle the “geography question” with a simple précis of
how academic geography became disassociated from maps.

In spite of this, as a geographer I remained irritated
by the way the author continues in some chapters to
conflate geography with simple knowledge of places.
Chapter 3 tells the story of David Helgren, a former
geography lecturer at the University of Miami, who was
hounded out of his job for exposing the limited ability of
a group of the university’s new intake of geography
students to locate places on a world map.  Then in Chapter
7 he devotes attention to the National Geographic’s
“Geography Bee”, an annual memory stunt for young
people organized by the said society. 

Other chapters introduce the reader to collectors of
maps, the Travellers’ Century Club, fantasy mapping,
virtual road rallies, and much else.  In Chapter 11 Google

Earth gets a look in, as does OpenStreetMap, and Chapter
10 delivers an interesting history of the origin and
development of geocaching.

Many of the chapters are built around visits to and
interviews with people involved in these activities. Thus
for example we are taken on a private tour of the Library of
Congress Map Division culminating in a viewing of the
prized 1507 Waldseemüller world map, and we learn a fair
bit about the Division’s boss and his staff as well as the
maps in the collection. 

There is plenty of amusing anecdote in this book, and
along the way we revisit stories and issues such as the old
Mercator-Peters controversy, the enlarged hippocampus of
the London taxi driver, the relation of maps with gender,
falsification in Cold War maps, the cleansing of offensive
place names from maps, and the celebrated case of map
thief, E. Forbes Smiley III.

In the final chapter we learn of a group of geeks who
occupy themselves with locating and visiting sites of the
intersection of whole-degree lines of longitude and latitude
(The Degree Confluence Project). This of course is easily
done with GPS, but given the arbitrary nature of the global
graticule, one is bound to ask: “What is the point?”. And
that is the question one could ask about many of the
activities expounded on in this book. There is perhaps too
much concentration on rather strange obsessions, and less
insight into the nature maps, with little mention of the
broader range of thematic mapping and its diverse roles in
society. There are a few references to choropleth maps – but
consistently misspelt “chloropleth”!

Nevertheless, Jennings is not averse to making jokes
against himself, describing his own life story as “Portrait
of an Autist as a Young Man”, and there is plenty in the
book to interest map aficionados. 

One peculiar feature is that although the end of the
book has a long list of notes and references, grouped by
chapter and numbered by the pages to which they refer,
these are not cross-referenced in the text itself.

One final note for Jennings’s future quiz appearances:
John Glenn was not the first man to orbit the earth in space
(pp.25–26), only the first American.

Bob Parry

Making Maps: A Visual Guide to Map
Design for GIS
Second Edition

John Krygier and Denis Wood
New York and London: The Guilford Press, 2011
xxi + 256 pp
ISBN 978 1 60918 166 6 £33.95 paperback

I must confess to not having read the original edition of
this book, but it might give readers a sense of how good it
is if I say that I am extremely glad to have been asked to
review this second edition for the Bulletin. You will get an
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immediate flavour of the book from the unannounced nine-
page comic strip prelude to the title page, which tells the
story of a couple of concerned citizens about to embark on
a local map-making venture, using the current volume as
their guide. The title page is then followed by half a dozen
further illustrated pages which describe a variety of goals of
map-making, referring back to the story introduced in the
prelude. This top-down approach is key to the book, and is
of great significance. Too many cartographic textbooks
delve straight into technological detail without adequately
introducing readers to the broader aims and principles of
mapping. Having said this, and despite my considerable
enthusiasm for Making Maps, I do have some reservations
about its content. However, let me begin this review with
some of the book’s positive characteristics, before
concluding with a personal wish list for the next edition.

My first brownie point is awarded to the book’s
visual approach to exposition. Rather than paragraphs
dense with words, there are pages full (often literally) of
maps and map extracts, accompanied by brief chunks of
text, which articulate core issues behind significant
cartographic design decisions. This visual approach clearly
tips a hat to Edward Tufte (as does the list of 23
‘Tufteisms’ reproduced on pages 116–117). Making Maps
also follows in the footsteps of numerous books entitled:
‘Visual Guide to… ’, many of which are aimed at novice
practitioners wishing to acquire skills ranging from Excel
and PowerPoint, to Halo (the video game) and quilt-
making. One of the tricks that makes this approach work
so well in Krygier and Wood’s case is that most of the
book’s illustrations have been drawn in a consistent (non-
computerized, monochrome) style, which gives the book a
valuable visual coherence. If I have one personal gripe
about this visual emphasis, however, it is that some of the
map-only pages – particularly those between chapters –
appear to me as fillers that don’t always come across as
particularly illuminating, but nevertheless take up about a
sixth of the book’s 250-odd pages.

My second award for excellence, and this is the flip
side of the book’s visual emphasis, is that Making Maps is
good at covering a lot of ground with minimum verbiage.
This is surely good news for members of Generation Y
who are used to picking up new ideas and practices with a
minimum of reading. It is also good news for those
seeking a compendium of sound ideas in a relatively slim
volume, either because they are new to map-making, or are
seasoned experts needing occasional reminders of what
represents good and poor practice. Although the reader will
sometimes need to convert pithy summaries into mapping
procedures, overall, the book strikes a reasonable balance
between listing design principles and explaining how to
design maps. In this context, one of the practical
highlights of the book is its repeated use of a case study
world map (‘The Flight of Voyager’), which is new to the
second edition, and is used to illustrate how to design
specific aspects of a map. It should be noted, however, that
this valuable pedagogic device is curiously missing from
the chapters on data sources, map-making tools, and (most

oddly for a world map) the chapter on map projections,
while the concluding chapter on colour would benefit from
a polychrome version of the map to contrast with the
monochrome example used throughout the rest of the
book. Despite this quibble, however, the authors use this
device to good effect in revealing the wealth of issues,
questions and choices involved in designing an individual
cartographic product.

My third plus point goes to the brief (two-page)
addendum at the end of each chapter. This presents a
selection of map-related quotations, many drawn from
obscure or unexpected sources – including one from The
Muppet Movie. (I was particularly drawn to Eliezer
Yudkowsky’s remark that “Ignorance exists in the map, not
in the territory”.) It also provides a brief list of reading
suggestions, and the sources for the chapter’s illustrations.

Let’s now turn to my personal list of negatives. My
first gripe is that the second edition of Making Maps
doesn’t fully live up to the last two words of its subtitle:
“A Visual Guide to Map Design for GIS”. Rather than
being a book written specifically for GIS map designers, it
comes across as a conventional cartographic design text
which introduces odd elements of more recent technologies
(including GIS and the Internet) on the fly. I counted just
eight pages devoted explicitly to what might be called
‘digital’ issues (Computer Monitors, Portable Monitors,
Making Maps on the Internet, Making Maps with GIS,
and Making Maps with Graphic Design Tools). Moreover,
the two-page spread considering Digital Data (pages 56–7)
makes a serious category error by including the book’s
only discussion of metadata in an exclusively digital
context. Having just spent the best part of three years with
a colleague extracting information from the margins of
over 17,000 first edition OS six-inch maps, I can confirm
that cartographic metadata did not make its first appearance
with digital maps!

My second concern is with the overwhelming use of
monochrome (i.e. greyscale) illustrations throughout the
book. Most books on cartography and GIS nowadays are
published in full colour, especially those aimed at students,
and the vast majority of maps on the web are also
polychrome. To be sure, the authors introduce (on page 23)
the contrasting use of colour in relation to screen and
paper, and include colour maps in the section of Chapter 9
on visual variables. I am a strong advocate of using colour
only where it is warranted, but I do wonder whether the
authors should have used the concluding chapter of the
book to pose the question: ‘Do you need to move beyond
black and white?’. Given that colour is so pervasive in
contemporary mapping – and especially in GIS mapping –
one wonders whether this final chapter isn’t rather
anachronistic for a text published in the 21st century.

The third item on my wish list for the next edition is
a more explicit discussion of non-planar maps, by which I
mean 2.5D and 3D maps and views. As with the
cartographic abuse of colour, I have a keen eye for the
gratuitous use of the third dimension in mapping
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(Shepherd, 2008). Nevertheless, and especially in view of
the appeal to GIS users in the book title, it is remarkable
to find not a single image of a surface or solid map in the
entire book. Beyond this, the increasingly common
practice of representing the third dimension in
photorealistic ‘views’, as (for example) in 3D videogames
(Shepherd & Bleasdale-Shepherd, 2009), also goes
unnoticed. This omission places Making Maps firmly in
the late twentieth century era of cartography.

My final caveat is that all of the maps in Making
Maps are completely static. The only nod to dynamic maps
is to be found in a pair of pithy sentences on page 51:
“Such a sequence [of time-specific maps] naturally
suggests animation. But not all sequences require
animation.”  This level of change blindness is out of place
in a cartographic textbook published in 2011, particularly
since cartographers have been experimenting with map
animation since the 1960s (Shepherd, 1995). Some
mention should surely have been made of animated maps,
time-varying map symbolism, cartographic brushing, and
map comparison through image blinking and transparency
manipulation.

Despite these reservations, however, I can thoroughly
recommend the second edition of Making Maps to anyone
interested in both understanding and making maps.
Although it needs to be dragged more fully into the 21st
century, it does an exceptionally fine job of identifying the
key questions and principles that should be at the forefront
of everyone’s minds when they embark on the creation of
cartographic images.

Ifan D H Shepherd
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